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PROGRAMME MODULES 
FIRST YEAR
Students will be introduced to the key 
aspects of histories and theories of design, 
technical skills, design thinking and 
practice in art and design.  Students’ 
work will be supported by weekly technical 
demonstration sessions to help their design 
skills, and they will also be engaged in 
other practical workshops. 

CORE MODULES
Contextual Studies
• History of Art & Design
• History of Visual Arts
• Colour Studies
• 2 & 3-Dimensional Designs
• Computer Graphics
• Introduction to Digital Photography
Visual Arts Study
• Drawing 1, 2
• Painting Studio 1 
• Introduction to Ceramics
• Printmaking 1, 2

SECOND YEAR 
Students will begin to think more profes-
sionally about visual arts. They will have 
the opportunities to enhance their skills 
and knowledge gained in the first year to 
explore and do research on to explore and 
do research on design principles, theories 
and working practices in visual arts.

CORE MODULES
Contextual Studies
• Visual Culture
• Project Research 
• Photography Essay 
Visual Arts Study
• Painting Studio 2, 3 
• Ceramics 1, 2
• Chinese Art
• Experimental Art Process
Professional Development
• Industrial Training
• Art Entrepreneurship

THIRD YEAR
Students will sharpen their creativity by 
focusing on their professional interests to 
identify dynamic art and design solutions 
to create a distinctive and industry-ready 
portfolio.

CORE MODULES
Visual Arts Study
• Ceramics 3
Professional Development
• Visual Arts Final Project
• Professional Practice

COURSE OVERVIEW
The Diploma in Visual Arts programme 
develops creative approaches to various art 
techniques and knowledge through a strong 
combination of theory and practical study, 
aimed for those who wants to establish a 
career as an arts practitioner. As technology 
and media continue to evolve, Visual Arts 
graduates need to be equipped with a wealth 
of knowledge and skills in art and design field. 
Thus, this programme includes areas of 
specialization as well as emphasizing the art 
expression and communication skills. Art and
design plays an important role in our society, 
especially in the commercial world where the 
creative field is increasingly challenging. 
This program will introduce the role and 
influence of art and design in the world today 
and prepare the students for their part as an 
active and practicing artist in the community.

CAREER PROSPECTS
The course structure, knowledge, experiences 
and support made available to students are all 
designed with a view to developing their skills, 
stimulate competencies and imaginative thinking 
necessary for their creative career in a demanding 
and competitive work environment.
The program produces graduates who are flexible 
and responsive and, more importantly, industry 
ready for professional environments such as:
 
• Professional artist • Printmaker
• Ceramicist    • Designer 
• Illustrator    • Art entrepreneur
• Art educator    • Art administrator
• Art promoter   • Art consultant
• Gallery management • Curator
• Window Display Artist  • Exhibition Designer



STUDENT ARTWORKS
2D & 3D DESIGN
平面与立体设计



STUDENT ARTWORKS
COLOR STUDIES
色彩学



STUDENT ARTWORKS
COMPUTER 
GRAPHIC & 
DIGITAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
电脑设计与
数码摄影



STUDENT ARTWORKS
DRAWING 1 & 2
(STILL LIFE, 
FIGURATIVE & 
PORTRAITURE) 
素描 1 和 2



STUDENT ARTWORKS
PAINTING 1 & 2
(STILL LIFE, 
FIGURATIVE & 
PORTRAITURE) 
           1 和 2



STUDENT ARTWORKS
PAINTING 3
(STYLISTIC & 
CONCEPTUAL) 
           3
(风格与概念)



STUDENT ARTWORKS
PRINTMAKING 
1 & 2

1与 2



STUDENT ARTWORKS
CERAMIC 1&2
陶瓷1与 2



STUDENT ARTWORKS
CERAMIC 3
陶瓷 3



STUDENT ARTWORKS
FINAL PROJECT 



STUDENT ARTWORKS
FINAL PROJECT



活动
STUDIO 
ACTIVITIES



Mural 
paintings

Art Gallery 
Visits

活动
EVENTS & 
ACTIVITIES



Talks and 
workshops

Raku 
workshops

活动
EVENTS & 
ACTIVITIES



Art to Art 
Beijing

Art to Art Bali

实地考察
FIELD TRIPS



Art to Art 
Bangkok

Georgetown 
Festival-Penang

实地考察
FIELD TRIPS



LECTURER 
PROFILE Raha Jaafar 

(Dean, Faculty of Art and Design 
cum Head of Government Relations)
Master of Arts (ASEAN Studies) 
B.A. in Art and Design (Ceramic)

Shaufiq Azrie Abu Bakar
Master of Visual Communication & New Media
Bachelor of Creative Photomedia (Hons.)
Diploma in Photography & Creative Imaging

Sabariah Ahmad Khan
Master of Arts in Art and Design
Bachelor of Interior Architecture (Hons) 
Diploma in Interior Design

Azlin Suzana Abu Aman 
(Senior Lecturer cum Head of Department)
Master of Art & Design 
(Visual Communication & New Media)
Bachelor of Architecture (Hons)
Diploma in Architecture

Yap Chee Keng
Master of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Diploma in Visual Arts
Associate Degree in Interior Architecture

Liew Yek Ming
Master of Science in Multimedia Design

Cindy Fang See Khung
Msc. in Multimedia Design (ESGI, France)
Advanced Diploma in Graphic Design
Diploma in Computer and Graphic Design

Teh Chin Boon 
Msc. in Multimedia Design (ESGI, France)
Advanced Diploma in Graphic Design
Diploma in Computer and Graphic Design

Ts. Amir Shariffuddin bin Zakaria
(Head of Quality Assurance cum 
Senior Lecturer)
M.A. in Art & Design 
B.A. in Art & Design 

Nor Aqilah Binti Mohd Arshad
M.A in Visual Communication and New Media
B.A of Multimedia Technology (Hons.) 
Diploma in Multimedia

Ana Baidza binti Abu Bakar
Master of Art & Design (Visual Communication 
and New Media)
Bachelor of Multimedia (Hons.)

Nicsson Chia Chua Hang
Master of Visual Arts
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Advertising
Diploma in Communication Design



TESTIMONY
感言

LOO CHEE YEE (Visual Arts)
Graduated Year: 2005     
“The Visual Arts programme 
provided me with rich experiences 
and the freedom to explore 
different media and materials 
during my study. These courses 
greatly boosted our interests. With 
the smaller class size, I had the 
opportunity to interact closely with 
lecturers and classmates. I enjoyed 
my time here; New Era helped me 
find my goal in life and my career 
as a potter.”

JORDAN WONG (Graphic Design)
Graduated Year: 2017
“I had lecturers who not only taught 
us design skills but also made us 
critique and take a stand. It was really 
important that we solved problems 
deeply when designing or creating 
any art piece. The happiest part was 
to discover what I am really passion-
ate about while in college and to be 
able to make it my future career.”

ONG YU XUAN (Interior Design)
Graduated Year: 2010
“My first impression of classes was 
of delight. The lecturers were keen 
on opening our worlds. The lessons 
engaged many levels – our hands, 
hearts and minds. There were 
overseas study trips, local field 
trips, and hands-on activities. 
We interacted. It was so different 
than in secondary school. There’s 
a spirit in New Era’s Interior 
programme which forges strong 
bonds. By the time we graduated, 
we felt inspired to continue the 
good work. I went on to do 
architecture at a local renowned 
university; it was fine but the New 
Era experience was of a different 
level altogether. You can’t 
replicate that.”

JACKY CHOO (Graphic Design)
Graduated Year: 2017
“Studying graphic design in 
New Era gave me the freedom 
to create. That was important 
for me since the Art & Design 
Department focuses on 
individual creativity rather than 
only on commercial appeal. 
The school is located in a 
pleasant campus with lots of 
club activities to keep both our 
minds and bodies fresh. Simply 
put, choosing to study in New 
Era was the best decision I ever 
made!”

HO XIAO TSER (Graphic Design)
Graduated Year: 2017
“I was a person who lacked 
confidence and was awkward in 
expressing myself. The supportive 
environment in NEUC helped build 
my confidence. I improved on my 
communication skills too because 
we often had to present our work in 
front of our course mates, lecturers 
and guests. I also met the most 
important person in my life in NEUC 
– my roommate. New Era’s intimate 
campus size allows us to make 
more friends easily from other pro-
grammes. It’s an intangible factor 
– something you don’t find easily in 
the other universities. New Era was 
the starting point of my dream. The 
experience here was among the 
most memorable in my life.”

LEE SOON YONG (Interior Design)
Graduated Year: 2011
“At New Era, I realised I didn’t 
have to be anybody; I could 
be who I am. There wasn’t a 
heavy-handed system set up to 
‘brainwash’ us. We were 
encouraged to develop our own 
personal process without 
judgement or negativity. We 
shared. There was none of that 
kiasu attitude; we just shared 
whatever we had. That sort of 
learning environment – non-
competitive and cooperative – 
was a great boost to learning. 
I still maintain this formula at my 
workplace today.”

LIM TIK HAU (Interior Design) 
Graduated Year: 2014
“I remember short-listing a few choices 
for ID programmes after completing 
secondary school. There were a couple 
that seemed really attractive but they 
came with higher fees. I took a chance 
on New Era because I didn’t want to 
burden my parents. Inside me, I prayed 
it would at least be a decent ID 
programme. My expectations were 
more than fully met. The classes 
challenged us to reach our potential - 
if you’re motivated, you’ll find the 
space to really grow. There’s a strong 
student-alumni relationship too. Till 
today, I am actively involved in events, 
e-tutorships, industrial training and 
activities organised by the Interior 
programme.”

YUN SHU FENG (Visual Arts)
Graduated Year: 2008
“Art and Design is a field with 
uniqueness and creativity. 
Being a part of the Visual Arts 
programme at NEUC helped me 
discover my own potential that 
I didn’t know existed. I enjoyed 
my college life. It provided me 
with a comfortable and safe 
campus environment. My skills 
were developed and knowledge 
of art was built. It taught me to 
think as a creative mind should. 
My journey in Art & Design didn’t 
end when I graduated. I am now 
a proud owner of an art centre 
where I can share my 
knowledge and love of art 
with other people.”

SYLVIA TEOH SYE YI (Visual Arts)
Graduated Year: 2017
“When I first came to NEUC, I was 
overwhelmed with assignments and 
projects that had to be completed 
every day. I soon understood that 
whoever wants to make it in Art 
and Design, they need to practice 
incessantly in order to grow. With 
guidance from lecturers who were 
friendly, interactive and helpful, 
I succeeded. At NEUC, I had the 
opportunity to learn ceramics and 
it fed my passion in seeking new 
experiences and knowledge in Art 
and Design. Thank you New Era for 
being a part of my life and for the 
fond memories.”



HONORARY
CHARGES

Chan Poh Yee 陈宝如 
2nd Art & Design Graduate, 
has been awarded a Master 
Degree in Visual Communica-
tion by National Yunlin Univer-
sity of Science & Technology, 
Taiwan.

Shane Leong Kum Sheong 
梁景祥 from Graphic Design 
program was awarded The 
Internship Best Achiever Award 
2009 by SONY (MALAYSIA) SDN 
BHD after he finished his internship 
at Sony design department.

Ng Yi Neng 吴怡能 
Fashion & Textile graduate 
won 3rd prize in MFDC Shoe 
Design Competition

Lim Khai Shien 林凯轩
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in 
Visual Communication
Consolation prize:
(MyTigerValues Art Competition)
Maybank Foundation

H’ng Sin Huey 方欣慧
2019国际新锐新创设计大赏
(The Winner for Hotel Management 
Category)
International College, National Pintung 
University of Sciene and Technology

Phuang Khai Shien 冯凯贤
2019国际新锐新创设计大赏
(Recreational Activity Category)
International College, National Pintung 
University of Sciene and Technology

Ayden Chin Teck Shao 陈德劭
Fashion & Textile student, the 
MALAYSIA YOUNG DESIGN-
ERS’ COMPETITION 2010 
FINALIST.

Our students also won prizes in the ‘Creative Shoe Painting 
Competition’ organized by the Malaysian Footwear 
Manufacturer Association on 4 April 2010. 

2nd prize: 
Lee Lek Huang (top) 李绿欢
Fashion & Textile student. 

Consolation prize:
Ayden Chin Teck Shao (bottom) 陈德劭
Fashion & Textile student. 

Phang Jie Ying 彭洁盈
Interior Design student.
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